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This script implements the Laplacian filter and the finite mixture approach to decompose a surface into an 

arbitrary number “n” of bidimensional Gaussian probability distributions. Finite misture are widely used in 

data mining or pattern recognition. Here, this tool in implemented to decompose an arbitrary surface f(x,y) 

with some peaks and shoulders. This approach can be useful to decompose any bidimensional data array. 

For instance a bidimensional chromatogram, an excitation-emssion fluorescence spectra, a bidimensional 

cytogram...etc...etc..... 

The script works with Mathematica (version 7 or latest) however Laplacian filter and the finite mixture can 

be easily implement with any other mathematical software. 

 

The scrip implements three functions:  

SURFACE[p_, SizeMatr_]: it generate an irregular smoothed surface (f(x,y)). In addition it estimates the 

Laplacian surface (2) with the built-in function “LaplacianGaussianFilter”. "SizeMatr" change the size 

the surface (at larger surface sizes, peaks are more spread). The output are the two contour plots of f(x,y) 

and  2, for instance: 

  

MinSearch[iter_, SizeMatr_]: it founds the local minima in the  (2surface. The number “n” of local 

minima and their location provide the information about the number of potential peaks that might 

decompose the surace f(x,y) and position of maxima of the peaks. The search is performed with the built-in 

function “NMinimize”. Search method is the Nelder-Mead. “iter” is an arbitrary number that  defines the 

“RandomSeed”. Higher “RandomSeed” values allow to execute a more exhaustive search of the local 

minima (the computational time increases). The output is a list that includes the coordinates of each peak 

maxima (MinSearch[iter, SizeMatr][[1]]) and the contour plot of the   (2surface with the position of each 

maxima (that are minima in the  2surface): 
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Deconvul[ MinVal_, SizeMatr_]. It executes the deconvolution and visualizes the results. The deconvolution 

is executed with the   built-in function”NonlinearModelFit”. the model is: 

 

Where 1i and 2iare obtained with MinSearch[iter, SizeMatr] and the function ”NonlinearModelFit” allows 

to estimate the unknown parameters 1i, 2i (the variance) and i (height) of each i peak. “ iter” is the 

“RandomSeed” defined previously and “MinVal” is MinSearch[iter][[1]]. The only requirement imposed in 

this model fit is that selected peaks must have positive heights (i>0). The output is a) the contour plot of the 

model z(x,y); b) the fit between z(x,y) and f(x,y); c) a  table that  summarize the statistics of each peak; d)  a 

grid of contour plots of each single sub-peak: 

 

 

Instructions:  

Evaluate the cell with the functions SURFACE[p_, SizeMatr_], MinSearch[iter_, SizeMatr_] and Deconvul[ 

iter_, MinVal_]. (Shift+Enter). 

Successively the three functions can be executed separately: 

Step 1: Execute SURFACE[p, SizeMatr] to generate the surface f(x,y) and its 2 (Shift+Enter) 

Every time that execute Step 1 the surface change randomly. If user is familiar with Mathematica, at this 

step he can change this function to introduce its own data set.  

Step 2: Execute MinSearch[iter, SizeMatr]. Search the local minima 2 (Shift+Enter) 

Step 3: Execute Deconvul[ iter, MinVal]. Deconvolution and visualize the results. (Shift+Enter). 

 If the fit is unsatisfactory, repeat Step 2 increasing the value of the “ ”.  
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